
1963 Lotus 29 
Masking template/painting/decaling instructions

each mark is
one inch apart

each mark is
one cm apart

To use this template, print this page to your printer. 
Use the calibration bars below to make sure the sizing 
is correct - make sure the bars are the noted distance 
apart (1” top row, 1cm bottom row). If they do not 
match up to those measurements, adjust the scaling 
on your output until they come out the correct 
distance apart.

 

Masking Template:

Silk-screened printed yellow 

Underlay for the fine 
pinstripes and yellow type.

Use these shapes to cut out your masking medium - 
you may need to lay out your masking medium on a 
CLEAN and DRY surface, sticky side down. Simply put 
these templates over your medium and use them as a 
guide to trim your medium (�rst pic below).

Thus it will be up to you, the modeler, to manually register the white 
backing with the yellow type.  Now, you may notice that the ‘white 
backing’ already has a layer of yellow. This will not alter the color of 
the screen printed decals and is there to insure that you wont see 
any white when registering the layers. To make it easier I recommend 
applying the top layer in small pieces at a time - ie, the word “Lotus” 
by itself, etc.  This will allow for easier control when registering 
the layers.   

This may be a bit more cumbersome than normal, single layer
decal application, but it makes possible the best �nished results

With our decals you can opt to decal the stripe or paint it. 

Many of you may know we use the ALPS printer to print our decals. While it is a remarkable system for printing low-quantity decals,
it does have it’s limitations. One of which is the ability to print a good, rich yellow color that is necessary for cars like the Lotus 29. As
a result we have had these yellow markings screen printed, which o�ers a much wider gamut of color that can be achieved. The yellow
on these decals is a very close match to Tamiya TS16 yellow whihc is ideal if you wish to paint the yellow strip and need the numbers to
closely match the paint. But screen printing also has limitations. Like the ALPS, colors need white printed underneath to make sure the color 
appears properly on any color other than white. When the markings get extremely �ne, the white “underlay” may not line up perfectly 
with the yellow ‘overlay’. Thus on the hairline pinstripes and Lotus powered by Ford type, we have left o� the white underlay and provided
a seperate underlay that must be applied before the screen printed decals.  (continued below)   


